Reversing Time32
In modern day and age with superlative techniques and the availability of the latest technology at our
fingertips, literally, it is possible to reverse the tell tale signs of aging and weariness. Injectable dermal
fillers are used by men and women above the age of 30 years. They are used to fill wrinkles and soften
the appearance of creases, folds, cheek hollow, under eye bags etc. Dermal fillers help to give clients a
youthful looking and tauter skin. Some clients however would like to use this to perform the same
miracles as a face lift without undergoing any surgery. Dermal fillers also help to define the jaw line,
cheekbones and help in giving the nose a straighter or sharper appearance.
Dermal filling has evolved into a fine art in modern times and is now called “pan facial rejuvenation”.
Instead of waiting for the lines and furrows to deepen or new wrinkles to appear, the client will correct
the whole face and smoothen it out before hand. Most accomplished cosmetic surgeons will use the
“predictive anti-ageing” techniques which scientifically provides details on where the ageing has started
to happen and where it is likely to start. Dermal fillers are a very integral part and play a pivotal role in
such cases. They not only recreate structure and volume to a visage, but also help the client look and
feel younger. Dermal fillers help in raising the levels of self confidence, self esteem and self worth in a
client. Since facial attractiveness is an important feature in the lives of most people, most clients
experience more confidence in social and interpersonal interactions after undergoing this technique.
It is often said that the face is a mirror to the soul and the eyes its windows. When people meet each
other, the face is the first thing that is noticed. Expressions, a smile, laughter and many more emotions
come rushing to the surface when one meets old friends, when one meets a stranger or even loved
ones. Facial impressions are always lasting and therefore it is correctly said that one never gets a second
chance to make a first impression. As is the scheme of the universe and all around, the face starts to age
too. The first signs of aging show on the face before any other part of the body. Over time wrinkles
form, lines deepen; the skin becomes loose and tends to lose its elasticity. For those clients who would
like to continue looking and feeling younger should opt for derma fillers since they reduce the signs of
aging by up to 7 years.
There are various types of derma fillers available to choose from and fit the needs and budget of all
clients.
Swedish Dermal Fillers – They provide volume and support the structure and texture of the skin.
Although this treatment benefits a client for a long time, it is not permanent. In this technique the filling
is done from underneath the skin. It lifts and smoothes the lines and restores the appearance of the
client’s skin.
Juve Dermal Fillers – This technique consists of injecting a gel which adds volume to the skin and lips and
gives it a natural result. This unique filler has a built in anesthetic called lidocaine which means that

while injecting it into the skin a separate anesthetic is not required. This considerably reduces
discomfort or pain during the procedure.
Radiesse Dermal Fillers – This procedure involves the injecting of radiesse into the skin with the help of
an ultra fine needle. The exclusive calcium-based microsphere technology contains tiny particles that
form a scaffold around which the body is stimulated to produce new collagen. This unique and effective
procedure provides immediate results and there is a visible improvement in the wrinkles, lines and folds.
The freshly produced new collagen along with the body’s own collagen content helps the client look
more youthful.
CPM Dermal Fillers – One of the most effective and long lasting techniques for the face, the CPM derma
fillers provide excellent results. They are designed from bio fermentation hydrochloric acid. This is also
present in the human body.
Dermal fillers help you stay in control of your looks and make sure your peers perceive you just the way
you want them to!

